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“There is always that one summer that changes you and makes      
                              memories of a lifetime.” 
 
 The key to success in the turbulent times is to adapt, change and embrace 

challenges that come our way. This has truly been the endeavour at Bal 

Bharati Public School Noida. Amidst the myriad challenges posed by the 

current pandemic, when everyone is peering through the fog of 

uncertainty and trying to embrace this ‘new normal’, Summer Camp took 

the digital route this year too, setting yet another benchmark with almost 

1500 students of Pre School to Class VIII participating in multifarious 

activities held from 17 May to 10 June, 2021. The array of fun and creative 

activities were curated in a way that they not only kept the kids engaged 

and entertained, but also helped the students pick up a hobby or skill that 

they have their interest in while increasing their concentration, eye-to 

hand coordination and problem solving capabilities at the same time. 

 

Like ‘Alice in Wonderland’,  

“Let us step in a different world,  

Displaying a spectacular carnival of activities” 

 



s 

  

Craft Magic - Pre School to Class VIII 

“Being an artist is the same as that of being a wizard… only instead of a wand 

                        you use a pencil or a crayon for your magic.” 

 
The Craft Magic activities were designed for different age groups of 

students ranging from Pre School to Class VIII with the objectives to 

teach various forms of Art and Craft so as to develop an aesthetic 

sense, enhance their eye-hand coordination and creative skills by 

fostering artistic talents in a supportive virtual platform.  

The sessions meant for 176 tiny tots of Pre School to Class II gave them 

a hands-on experience to go beyond their horizons to explore and 

create something new in Origami, Puppets, Ear Bud Painting, 2D 

Paper Craft, Paper Plate-Face Mask and Dream Catcher. The 

activities drafted for 176 students of classes III to VIII catered to every 

child and encapsulated a rich experience that will hold them in good 

stead for life. 

The fun activities, be it Doodle Art, decorative plate (Madhubani 

Art)- Paper Mache activity, Ikebana- The art of flower making 

(using paper) and arrangement, Home-made clay owl wall 

hanging, Paper jali work shoe box/Carton box lamp, Foil and 

newspapers quill/ roll decorative wall craft, flexed not only their 

skill but honed and exploited their artistic potential, dexterity, 

concentration and also lend manual agility.  

Allowing the 
Imaginations to Thrive 

 

Click here to see 

the students’ work  

of PS and PP 

Click here to see 

the students’ work  

of Class II 

Click here to see 

the students’ work  

of Class VI to VIII 

Click here to see 

the students’ work  

of Class I 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NKCsvTb6-Qia1JIJPwSmcyXRsIQicwk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N75kBg7jG1KBk4fpqqj7XV-sIOMRkcCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uD2u6W0FKmNezfHn_6tN68SqAiifezP3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fjlCLe4dZn4VUmfFsAi0EB3Bq74J0mMo/view?usp=sharing


 

  

Nritya Manjari (Dance)- Pre School to Class V 

Click here to see 

the videos of PP 

to Class II 

“Dance is the joy of movement and the heart of life” 

The most expressive and calming camp activity ‘Nritya Manjari’ was planned and practised 

with the students to keep them engaged, happy and joyful during these unprecedented times. 

The aim of the activity was to enhance their communication skills, expression and to keep them 

active. 239 Students from classes Pre-school to V enthusiastically participated and showcased 

their hidden talents by sharing their videos post the vibrant dance sessions. 

 The little ones tapped their feet on various folk songs. The meaning of different songs along 

with actions and expressions was taught to the children. Demonstration of the dance steps 

during the live sessions and repetition helped the students to remember and learn. Each student 

was given a chance to perform the dance steps. The students were taught different facial 

expressions and a series of mudras to express the emotion of the song beautifully. Students 

thoroughly enjoyed the class and performed zealously. They even made their siblings, cousins 

and parents dance with them. 

Dance is the Hidden Language of the Soul. 

Click here to see the 

videos of class III 

 

Click here to see the 

videos of class IV and V 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1LbejpdxDf0yBUtT9T_iaTFUWsE6O-GO4
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/17-01sxwlCkxZ77dYBYiHfCTK0RtZMx91
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1mZi37npbmGRqrOXur7m5j4FALUvLRaAW


 

  

Sur Mandakini (Vocal Music)- Pre School to Class VIII 

Click on the guitar to 

see the videos of 

class VI to VIII 

Click here to see 

the videos of PS to 

Class II 

 

“Words make you think. Music makes you feel.” 

To bring back the beauty of feeling and expressing, a vocal music 

camp activity was organised for the students of Classes Pre School to 

VIII. A heartening number of 89 students participated and their 

creative side was explored. Many shy students came forward and 

performed in their melodious voices. Different tips and suggestions 

were given to the students to help them sing in a suitable range. 

Various pre-singing exercises were also taught to help them control 

their voice and breathing. 

During the sessions, students were trained to sing a folk song (HAIYA 

RE HAIYA RE) dedicated to farmers and fishermen. Through the 

singing camp, students learnt about the struggle of farmers and 

fishermen and they were also encouraged to save food.  

Another song was introduced in the following classes to encourage 

them to be thankful for a wonderful life. The song was dedicated to 

Lord Krishna (RI MAIYYA TERO KANHA). The students were 

encouraged to sing the song with correct rhythm and tone and were 

given a chance to perform the song.  

 

Click here to see 

the videos of 

class III to V 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1tkUbQjktx626ATM-v-xvTdeVIWdp__jM
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16tCgmbnQRy-y7RuOnvD3VyYdcw4Q-Pf-
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1nA11yqaUBQb6YehhQj8Ys3uKMGzkN43g


 

  

Theatre and Dance- Class VI to Class VIII 

Click here to see 

the dance videos 

Click here to see the theatre videos 

“Dance and Theatre afforded me the opportunity to discover my passion  

                                for acting, for telling stories.” 
 

The mission of the Theatre and Dance activities was to stimulate the imagination of the students, 

motivate them to understand their strengths and weaknesses, and to encourage self-confidence 

and clarity in life goals. As theatre and dance as a microcosm of the society are art forms, which 

demand cooperation, a creative division of labour, and an understanding that each member is a 

part of the group, the students were provided specific training of skills in the execution and 

disciplines of the various forms of theatre and dance. 22 students were divided in groups to 

perform various dance forms like Bihu, Lavani, Kathputli and Mahua under the topic of ‘ 

Dharohar’ instilling love for traditional Indian Folk dance forms. The students were initiated to 

learn about the different ‘Hasta Mudras’ involved in dance and tips were given for costume and 

make-up. The life and achievements of famous dancers like Pandit Birju Maharaj ji and Shiamak 

Davar were discussed in order to highlight the talent of dance, creativity and vision of dance as a 

living language. The theatre sessions acted as a forum to improve their communication skills, 

expression, creative and critical thinking skills. Various enjoyable activities like expressing the 

daily routine through the medium of music, teamwise script writing with song, situation based 

story writing with characters, Role Play, Antakshari of the characters of Ramayana and 

Mahabharata and Script Modulation aimed to entertain and enrich the understanding, awareness 

of the students towards the finer arts of the world, improve their communication skills and boost 

their confidence. 37 budding dancers from classes VI to VIII participated in the exuberating dance 

sessions. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1OsqN7y2HRlW5t2Ja4wt3abkP31OaLQXd
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1MpO-ZwsYsGhkvjx208I2AqHojrExt34_


 

  

Fitness and Health- Class III to Class VIII 

Click on the ball 

to see the videos 

of class III to V 

“To enjoy the glow of good health, you must exercise.” 

 

The pandemic times have acted as the best teacher and 

taught each one of us, the importance of caring and 

looking after our bodies. The fitness camp was 

introduced with the aim to teach our students the 

important lesson of keeping healthy and active. 105 

students ardently participated from classes III to VIII. 

Parents, students and even their relatives enjoyed the 

sessions and energetically participated in the various 

exercises. From yoga to breathing exercises, stretching, 

functional exercises to on the spot walking exercises 

were practised with the children. Students were 

instructed the correct way to exercise and were 

familiarised with different muscles that each exercise 

was designed to target.  

Students were encouraged to have a routine and practise 

the exercises on a daily basis. The aim of these exercises 

was to hearten them to keep themselves fit and to 

develop healthy minds and bodies. Initially, the students 

were taught simple stretching, running and breathing 

exercises; later on some levels were added to the 

exercises to develop students’ strength and stamina. 

With each passing class, students displayed more energy    

 and agility. 

Practicing Hard and Achieving Goals 

Click on the 

bag to see the 

videos of 

class VI to VIII 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/11eA0RW-_YZKElrsamwGRgL03kF8E-T39
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1Z2mfnXewQ4oweym1PDhuKN5W-0mnEPCR


 

 

  

AI (Basics) and ICT- Class IV and Class V 

Click here to see the 

GIFs  

“Artificial intelligence is growing up fast, as are robots whose facial 

expressions can elicit empathy and make your mirror neurons quiver.” 

 

Keeping pace with the changing world is of utmost importance. It requires regular learning, 

unlearning and relearning. People who are adept and open to learning, thrive and succeed. With the 

motto of making our students ready for tomorrow, AI, ICT and Coding lessons as per their levels 

were introduced from time to time.  

38 primary and 107 middle school students took part in various activities and enhanced their critical 

thinking, problem- solving skills, reasoning and focus.  

Activities such as Lipsync with Youtube Song, and Shadow Art Game Based on Artificial Intelligence, 

Collage Making Activity Using Online Application Photovisi, Logo designing activity using AI based 

online application, Gif making using online application Giphy, Video editing using INSHOT mobile 

application were taken up for students of Classes III to V. Students enthusiastically took part in all 

the activities and created family collages, GIFs and videos using various applications and softwares.   

 

Leading to a Holistic Learning 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T80-NydP2V5Vsmgiw9QLrMmLb2PFmBaF/view?usp=sharing


 

  

AI and Coding- Class VI to Class VIII 

        Technology - A Simulation Of Human Intelligence 

For Classes VI to VIII, during AI and Coding sessions, 

Introduction to AI, Application, Domains like LUIS, 

Qure.ai, Zebra medical vision, Microsoft for Visually 

impaired persons were taken up with the students to 

make them aware about their usage in healthcare 

sectors.  

Other activities included Learning Teachable Machine, 

Graphical or pictorial representation of an algorithm 

and Scratch Extensions.  All the students keenly learnt 

the applications and forwarded their work in the form 

of videos and creatives. 

 

    Building a Hightech World 
 

Click here to see the Presentation 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14iT8e6mhDoKYZfI4jzRpItXscxOpYCmu/view?usp=sharing


 

  

Rubik’s Cube-Class III to Class V 

“If you are curious, you'll find the puzzles around you. If you 

are determined, you will solve them.” – Erno Rubik 

s 

Rubik’s Cube has multifarious benefits ranging from development of 

visual skills, problem solving to spatial analysis skills. It teaches 

perseverance and heartens the learners to look for alternate ways to 

solve a problem. The school lays a lot of emphasis in inculcating 

cubing right from an early age and in order to provide spur to this 

activity, regular championships are also organised for the students. 

In this series, a Rubik’s Cube Summer Camp Activity was organised 

for the students of Classes III-V. 45 students participated with zeal 

and enthusiasm and enjoyed solving the Rubik’s Cube. Many of them 

have been able to master the art with practice and regular 

demonstrations during the active learning sessions held during the 

camp.  

Cubing not only helps the students to improve their concentration and 

eye-hand coordination but also enhances their problem solving ability, 

patience, determination and cognitive skills manifold. 

During one of the sessions, a Guest speaker Mr. Sainyam Jain was 

invited to the class. He motivated the students by sharing his life 

experiences and showcased his talent of solving the cube blindfolded. 

During one of the sessions, a Guest speaker Mr. Sainyam Jain was 

invited to the class. He motivated the students by sharing his life 

experiences and showcased his talent of solving the cube blindfolded. 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1GnMpBy4wlFld57TcDYnTQRnZ3F2Y0Tdz


 

  

Astronomy Club-Class IV and Class V 

“Man must rise above the Earth—to the top of the atmosphere and 

beyond—for only thus will he fully understand the world in which he 

lives.”  – Socrates, Philosopher 

 

Enquire, Exploration and discovery of the 

innumerable miracles present around our planet and 

beyond, was the aim of the Astronomy Club. Taking 

these agendas under consideration, the astronomy club 

made its 57 participants from classes IV & V 

experience and feel the universe close through various 

interesting presentations, 3D-model demonstrations 

and hands-on activities.  

From learning all about the solar system, to 

exploration of Mars, MOM project and the scientists 

who made it possible, use of rockets and telescopes and 

making their models, learners had great fun learning 

during all the sessions. The activities were designed to 

enhance their creative, psycho-motor skills and 

cognitive skills.  

 

Click on the 

star to see the 

presentation 

Mysteries of the Blue Sky 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15ZAZJO8s_e8Xz2YdQTa-JRkAFVuBj_Ug/view?usp=sharing


 

 

s  

Tell me Why? (Developing Scientific Temperament) 

Pre School to Class II 

“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be  

                             known.” Carl Sagan 
 

Science is based on curiosity and young kids are innately curious. The world around them is brand 

new and they are eager to explore and enquire about their immediate surroundings pushing them 

to think and ask “Why?” When children aim to learn more about the world around them, it is 

science that often holds the clues they need for a better understanding. ‘Tell Me Why’ activities for 

181 students of Pre School to Class II were carefully crafted to nurture this curiosity and exposed 

the students to explore, learn and develop a scientific temperament through exciting, unique, 

practical and fun filled activities. The various hands-on experiences like Ice and Salt experiment to 

learn the three states of water, Ping-pong ball experiment to demonstrate the properties of air, 

exploring the sense of taste, Lunar eclipse (through an experiment), Insects and Arachnids and 

Marble paintings incorporated Science into simple and joyful activities. The goal of these activities 

was to foster valuable 21st century skills like problem solving, critical and creative thinking,  

                           collaboration and also to develop a scientific attitude and a rational outlook towards  

                             life at an early stage. 

 

Laying the Foundation for Innovative Thinking 

 

Click here to 

see the 

activities of 

Class I and II 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5Qh_oN_twyZULc3Ti_fEKbelt2xP_K7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rZFCaYYoFYx3frQXC9c8iRa7jYR_Uu8D/view?usp=sharing


 

  

Reading- Class III to Class VIII 

“The books transported her into a new world and introduced her to 

amazing people who lived exciting lives.” – Matilda by Roald Dahl 

 
         The Reading Club activities were designed for the students of 

Classes III to VIII with a mission to build the foundation for a lifelong 

love of books.  A group of 100 students were introduced virtually to the 

world of books in an enjoyable way and the sessions provided the skills 

necessary to succeed, and soar as book lovers. In order to promote a 

love of Literature in a positive, nurturing environment, the suggested 

English and Hindi Reading sessions included ‘Monkey Trouble’, 

Sadhu and Chuhe Ki Kahani’, ‘The Ghost in the Forest’, ‘The Magic 

Finger, Akbar-Birbal Ki Kahaniyan, Malgudi Days, The Adventures 

of Tom Sawyer, Neelkanth, My Dateless Diary, Geelu and the Selected 

Stories of Rabindranath Tagore. The students enjoyed Online story 

telling sessions by eminent authors and guest speakers like Ms Katie 

Bagli, Ms Nupur Agarwal, Ms Shabnam Minwala, Ms Anupama Saini, 

Ms Doroshenko Alexandra, Dr Vignesh Sornamohan, Ms Prachi 

Raturi Mishra and a famous puppetarian, Ms. Sanghya Ojha, who was 

accompanied by her puppet Tara. The students participated in myriad 

activities during the sessions like making Digital Birthday card for 

Ruskin Bond, designing a Book Jacket, Book mark making, Drawing 

the favourite character, Alternate ending to a story read by them and 

Character Portrayal from a story which enhanced their thinking skill, 

fostered their ability to listen and react and create a sense of 

community around books. 

 

Click on my books 

to see the padlet 

of class III to V 

To Learn to Read is to Light a Fire 

 

Click on my book 

to see the padlet 

of class VI to VIII 

 

https://padlet.com/mamtamagoo79/oudruyyrel62qs1k
https://padlet.com/swetagupta1/wg1qxozpmr2a5gv0


 

  

BBPS Cinema Enthusiasts-(Story Narration Integrated 

with Arts and Sports) - Pre School to Class II 

Click here to see 

the presentation 

of Class I & II 

“Good stories surprise us. They make us think and feel.” 

 

BBPS Cinema Enthusiasts, an innovative form of storytelling 

session was conducted for 199 students of Class PS to Class II. To 

foster the skills of listening, reading, voice modulation and 

expression, an initiative was taken in the form of storytelling 

sessions weaved beautifully with Art and Physical fitness.  It 

helped the children develop their imagination, attention span, 

sense of rhythm, ingrain values and hone critical thinking as well. 

The story presentation was made interesting by including songs 

and creativity related to the theme and the plot cast a spell on the 

students who were glued to their computers due to the sheer 

intrigue and interest created. The strength of this session also 

rested in the moral take away, that we should never talk to 

strangers and always shout out for help if the need be. Overall, it 

was a great learning exposure for children to the basics of 

theatrical movements along with enhancing artistic creativity and 

Yoga postures teamed with fundamental exercises.  

 

Click here to see the 

presentation of PS 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eaSjoMOsrl4BeStDWHXk-QeKurAPJ_fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15ac-fcpphu_BcfAqloZqqTb9bbMCMst4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/128llGcneT8rbiW4CJkS1jMWoiky9HQh_/view?usp=sharing


  

Spell Bee- Class VI to Class VIII 

“Spelling is important because it aids in reading. It helps cement 

the connection that is shared between sounds and letters.” 

 The Spell Bee activities created an awareness of the 

possibilities of using varied words in oral and written 

expression and to add to the active vocabulary of the 

students. Learning a language is the foremost step in the 

life of a child as it helps him/her to communicate with the 

world. The brainstorming Spell Bee bilingual activities in 

English and Hindi conducted for 41 students from classes 

VI to VIII played a pivotal role to train the children in 

building vocabulary and achieve mastery in spelling them 

correctly. The various enjoyable activities undertaken 

gave the students a platform to learn spellings in different 

ways like Dictation, Jumbled words, Homophones, Word 

Scrabble, What’s The Good Word, Proverbs, Idioms, 

Brain Teasers, Vocabulary games and various Online 

Quizzes.  The activities not only enhanced their spelling 

and literary skills but also encouraged them to explore the 

languages, expand their vocabulary and improve their 

communication and comprehension skills. The audio links 

shared in the classes aided to improve their pronunciation 

and the students were encouraged to participate 

enthusiastically in all the activities to be the Super Speller 

of the day. 

 

 

Click here to see the 

honeycomb activity 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BReq-N--h8fLElaDDzpKsL2DiLAWLmui/view?usp=sharing


 

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

 “A big thank you for such an engaging activity. Even I enjoyed it a lot but Tavgun 

wanted to do all on her own. The way you interact and make the activity interesting  

is really appreciable.  

Regards. Tavgun Kaur (PS B) 

 

 “A very beautiful and vibrant art session which was full of fun and new learnings for 

the kids. It helped in  

As always, amazing efforts by our dear Anju Ma’am, who ensures that learning is 

always filled with excitement and fun developing the motor skills while learning a new 

art form for kids.”  

Aaliyah Malhotra (CLASS I D) 

 
 “Thanks mam it is an amazing initiative by school to keep students productive throughout the 

vacation the teachers are really hard working my kid loves the session.”  

Yatharth Gupta, 2B 

 

Craft Magic 

Spell Bee 

 The 'SpellBee' activity is really fruitful to our students. It's not only enjoyable but 

promotes enhancing their vocabulary also through play way method which is a energy 

booster for kids. By this they can keep them engage in positive manner. 

Aashi Saraswat 

 
 My daughter Khyati enjoyed the summer camp,” SpellBee”. It is very informative and it also 

enhances vocabulary. My daughter would like to attend these interesting classes in future. 

Khyati VII A 

 Dear maam, 

I love the topic which u taught today (homophones). i enjoyed the spell bee dictation because 

I like to challenge my self. I also felt that the activities were really interesting and i 

learned a lot from brain teasers. Although this was our second last class but I will be waiting 

for these enjoyable summer camp like these in future.  

  Regards 

         Darshana – 6B 

  



   

 

  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

  Sur Mandakini 
 

 Theatre and Dance 

 Thank you to all the teachers. Indeed it was a great session and all the students from 

PS to class 3 were able to learn. Ananya was able to learn the song and swar after 

Sumana Mam repeated the song and involved the students. Big thanks to Sumana Mam, 

sir and Eva Mam. Ananya is looking forward for the chuk chuk song in the next session 

Ananya Varshney PS A 

 

 Ma'am the class is very enjoyable and interesting. I loved to sing this wonderful song 

(Haiya Re Haiya Re). Thank you ma'am for also sharing tips which will help us to sing a 

lot better in future.  

Anshum Gupta, 5C 

 

 Good morning Ma'am and Sir! It was a fun and engaging session I learnt a lot of new 

things. It was nice to learn a new language and that too through a song. I am looking 

forward for more such fun filled and exciting classes. Thank you. Regards. – Shrishti 

A Tiwari 8D 

 

 The session of theatre are very interesting and exiting I am so happy that I chose theatre I 

learn so many new things. Thank you sir and maam to teach very interesting things. Shreya 

Jaiswal (VIII A) 

 

 Dear Diya Rajan has truly enjoyed today's class. The interactive session was fun and 

exciting.  She has learned observation skills and ways to memorize dialogues on the 

spot. Looking forward to more such sessions in the coming days. Diya was praising all 

her teachers for the valuable tips and techniques learned in this club. Thank you 

teachers and BBPS for keeping the creative spark alive during this tough pandemic.  

Divya Rajan (VIII B)  

 

 Today’s dance class was really amazing. It was informative and enjoyable too. In all the dance 

classes I always experience a lot of fun. I also appreciate all the efforts of our Teachers. 

Thank you respected Teachers for a really great session. Rijul Aggarwal, 6 B 



 

  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

Fitness and Health 

 AI (Basics) and ICT 

 “Ma’am and sir, Today’s fitness class was very nice and interactive. I love to do 

breathing exercise in class which we do for at least for 10 min which help to increase 

our lungs capacity and helps to fight with the virus in this difficult time. I am thankful 

to Rashi Mam, Smriti Mam, Dinesh Sir and Vardaan Sir for conducting this session. 

Looking forward for some more sessions and more fun☺️  

Regards.” Viraj Chechar IV D   

 

 “Today's fitness class was very nice and interactive. My son Aarav enjoyed it a lot. 

During this pandemic time when kids are bound to stay in four walls of the house, such 

activities boost their moral and let them start their day with positivity. I am thankful 

to Rashi Mam,Smriti Mam ,Dinesh Sir and Vardaan Sir  for conducting this session . 

Looking forward for some more sessions and more fun☺️”Aarav Gupta V A 

 

 Some interesting exercise like jumping jacks and crunches. I thoroughly enjoyed this 

session.  Mahi Sharma 7 C 

 

 “I liked the class very much......... I knew this activity of making a logo in Design. ai 

was surely going to be fun, and it is fun, though, which I am happy with. All the 

activities, that is, every single activity in every single ICT AI summer camp was very 

very fun. I loved making this logo which I have sent.......... I am happy that I joined 

this summer camp.”     FROM: OISHANI CLASS 4A 

 

 “Since childhood i m interested in ICT and AI. While attending the class I am learning 

a lot about technology. The classes are amazing. Regards”. Shreya Kukreti V A 

 

 I am very thankful to all of you ma'am for your efforts and time. 

I really enjoyed all the new things you taught me during this camp from lypsyn 

to  inshot  all apps were different and interesting. 

Thankyou very much 

       Aarav Krishn, IV 'D 

 
 



 

 

  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

AI and Coding 

Rubik’s Cube 

 

 In today’s class I learned about Algorithm and Flowchart. Today’s lass was 

informative and interesting. Thank you for organizing the wonderful session. I 

am glad to be in a Club like this. 

Devanshu Jha, VI 

 

 Ma’am, today I learnt about algorithms, flowcharts, and the flowchart making 

online app diagrams.net, it was a very interesting learning topic about 

flowcharts. 

Regards Krishna K. Panda VII C 

 “This class was an interesting class. I enjoyed the activities done in the class. 

Sheetal mam explain us very patiently and I  understood everything with no 

doubts. Thanks for organizing this wonderful session.” Ishika Singh VI – D  

 

 

 It was a very nice session. Critical and analytical thinking in child is enforced and 

keeps them engaged.  

Arnav Dixit 3A 

 

 Thanks Ms. Mukul ma’am AND Ms. Ruchika ma’am for the wonderful session. It is 

interesting activity to keep kids engaged.  

Arnav Negi, 3 A 

 The efforts put up by Mukul Mam and Ruchika mam is commendable. Their precious 

time  for the young kids was really appreciable.   

    Teachers are always a guiding source for us.  

Thank-you teachers  

Arjun Jindal ,4C 

 

 



 

  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

Tell me Why? 

   Astronomy 
 

 Mam the so exciting and I loved it ❤💕💖. It was very very informative and interesting. 

Now I am Waiting For The next class.😃😃😃” Shaurya Sinha 5A 

 Ma'am I have a lot of fun in the class and make the rocket also i enjoyed this session 

hope we have a lot of fun in the other classes also 

Thanks & Regards  

Shivang Dixit 4TH C 

 Ma'am in this whole astronomy camp I loved it. Activities were so intresting thankyou 

you to Rashi ma'am and Smriti ma'am for teaching us about space and this was my 

first time I joined to astronomy 

Regards 

Anusha Shukla 5-d 

 Thanks Ma'am for your appreciation. Such a wonderful session. My son enjoying and 

learning lots of things about Solar systems 

Manan Jain IV A 

 

 Dear Meena and Leena Mam, really appreciate your efforts for making science a fun 

learning. Kids are really learning and enjoying. 

Vansh and Vanshika Garg, I D 

 

 Vivan enjoyed the session and especially eating the sweet food. He has learnt all 

tastes and can differentiate now among all of them. Thank you Vibha Ma’am and Payal 

Ma’am. 

Vivan Shukla PS D 

 

 Thanks a lot for such a wonderful sessions. In this situation such summer camps are 

really a saviour for the kids development. VARENYA really enjoyed doing it. And 

special thanks to you (meena mam) and Leena mam for making the concepts clear in 

such a fun way. They actually discovered the game play of science in our day to day 

life around them 

Varenya I C  



  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

BBPS Cinema Enthusiasts 

Reading 

 The session today was wonderful in terms of energy and elements. Loved the 

addition of a guest, which piqued the curiosity of my son more. Looking forward to 

the next session with pleasure.  Shrey Sharma V D 

 Good Afternoon Maam, reading books is good but reading in order to discuss 

is even better. The inaugural was fun and surprising all along...I am sure it will 

show Aanya to learn from other's point of view...In order to discuss a book it will 

give her more focus and her reading will become more flavourful and more 

satisfying...So thank you Maam. Looking forward for activities too come...I am 

excited too to read the books that will come along her way. Aanya Sinha 3B 

 

 Today's session was very enjoyble,I enjoyed it very much and I also learnt things 

like making bookmarks and much I came to know more about benefits of 

reading...I would like to thank my teachers. Rishit Rai VI-A 

 

 

 “Thank you all the teachers to teach amazing activities, Abyan Azim love and 

enjoy all the activities very much. The way of handling kids and way of teaching 

is really impressive. Thank you all once again for everything.” ABYAN AZIM PS-

E 

 “Riyanshi loves to do the exercises being taught by Rani Maam. These kinds of 

physical activities are very helpful for the child's overall growth.  Thank you so 

much Bbps team for giving opportunity to the kids.” Riyanshi Bhattacharya Class 

1B 

 Good afternoon mam 

Thank you so much for the beautiful story session.Avighnita enjoyed very much. 

The wonderful session of exercise with Rani mam and the art.Thanks to all the 

teachers of Bbps  Cinema for today's session. 

Avighnita Roy1B 

  

 



 

  

Testimonials by our valued co-facilitators 

 Thanks you so much Swapan sir for the wonderful session of dance. Special thanks 

to all the teachers of Nritya Manjari.  

Avighnita Roy, 1B 

 

 Good afternoon ma'am. I love to dance but never learnt from any other teacher 

apart from school. I enjoy the way our dance teachers (Swapan sir, Kavita ma'am, 

and Nisha ma'am) make us learn. Today, in our first session of virtual summer 

camp of Nritya Manjari, I loved the way Swapan sir taught the steps. He was 

watching and listening to all the kids’ one on one. The videos shared by you will 

definitely help to practice the steps and get ready for the next session. And 

above all, thanks to all the teachers. You handle so many kids patiently throughout 

the session. I am eagerly waiting for the next session.  Thanks a lot to all the 

teachers.  

       Vedika Shrivastava, Class V – C 

 Today’s class was enjoyable as always. Amyra loves to dance. You always motivate 

and inspire her. Your patience is endless. Thank you for guiding her and supporting 

her always. Thanks to all the hardworking teachers. We appreciate your dedication 

towards our kids.  

Amyra 3 B 

 

 Today's session was really very nice. Yedhant has enjoyed a lot. Thanks to all the 

teachers. Regards, 

       Yedhant Taneja 1-F 

 

  Nritya Manjari 

Dear Parent 

Please note that the multifarious activities and creative work carried out by the 

students during the Virtual Summer Camp have been uploaded in the links provided on 

each page. You are requested to click on the links to view the videos/padlet/PPTs. 

Kindly accept our gratitude for making this Virtual Summer Camp a huge success. 



 

      Abiding by the vision of Ms. Asha Prabhakar (Principal) 

Guidance and Support: 

Ms. Vinaya Pujari (HM Primary) 

Ms. Sarika Passi (HM Pre-Primary) 
 

Teacher Incharges: 

Craft Magic: 

 Ms. Kuldeep S, MS. Neeru S, MS. Anju R, Ms. Eva K, Ms. Vandana K, Mr. Yuvraj P, Mr. Niladri S 
 

Nritya Manjari:  
Ms. Kavita P, Mr. Swapan M, Ms. Pooja K, Ms. Nitika B, Ms. Monika P 

                                     
Sur Mandakini:  

Ms. Manami G, Ms. Manju M, Ms. Sheuli G, Mr. Pallavi, Ms. Sumana S 
 

Theatre and Dance:  
Mr. Swapan M, Ms. Kavita P, Ms. Sweta G, Ms. Nishi S 

 

Fitness and Health:  
Mr. Dinesh B, Mr. Vardhan S 

 

AI and ICT: 
 Ms. Alka R, Ms. Sonam M 

 

AI & Coding:  
Ms. Asha M, Ms. Sheetal J 

 

Rubik’s Cube:  
Ms. Mukul S, Ms. Arpita S, Ms. Anita V, Ms. Ruchika K 

 

Astronomy :  

Ms. Smriti S, Ms. Rashi A 
 

Tell me Why?:  
Ms. Vibha K, Ms. Payal C, Ms. Meena A, Ms. Leena M 

             
Reading: 

 Ms. Abha B, Ms. Mamta M, Ms. Sharmishtha C, Ms. Sweta G 
 

BBPS Cinema Enthusiasts:  
Ms. Sheuli G, Ms. Manju M, Ms. Manami G, Ms. Parimeeta K, Ms. Ruchika G, Ms. Rani N, Mr. Yuvraj P 

        
Spell Bee:  

Ms. Nandini B, Ms. Poonam S, Ms. Nishi S 
 

Report Compiled By: 
 Ms. Nandini B, Ms. Manami G, Ms. Sheuli G, Ms. Rashi A, Ms. Sharmishtha C,  

Ms. Poonam S, Ms. Leena M, Ms. Payal C 

 


